
PICK UP INDOOR SOCCER – SAN JAC FC 

 

PICK UP GAME RULES 

 

- Players: Men and Women. 

- Number of Players: 6v6. 

- Length of Game: 7 minutes. 

- Referees: No referees. Players control game as a group. Rec Sports staff is there to whistle game starts, goals, 

restarts, and major fouls ONLY.  

- Restarts: When ball makes contact with ceiling or basketball goal that constitutes a restart. Ball is placed at point 

where kicked out. All restarts are indirect. 

- Fouls: all slide tackles are fouls. All hand balls are fouls. All fouls are indirect. Positive attitudes only. Call your 

own fouls, and no one else's. That's how world wars start. If someone calls a foul, you must respect the call. 

 

This is a pickup soccer. Players must resolve disputes amongst themselves. Remember that you only have 7 minutes to 

play, so arguing over trivial matters such as possession works against you. 
 

FIGHTING:  

“ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY” for fighting. 

- Anyone caught fighting will be expelled from the game and banned from Rec sports pickup soccer. 

- Anyone caught instigating a fight, endangering other players or disrespecting the players or staff will be given a 

warning for said infraction. 

- Any further infractions after the warning will result in the player being banned from Rec Sports Pickup soccer. 

- The games are about having fun – although we encourage a competitive drive – fighting and arguing ruins the 

atmosphere that we are trying to cultivate at Rec Sports Pickup Soccer. 

 

Rotating Format 

 

The format of Rec Sports Pickup is based on a game that’s played all over the world to keep each game fun, 

competitive and interesting. Here’s how it works: Teams are formed. Team 1 and 2 start playing. Remaining teams 

wait on the sideline.  Once you arrive let us know your team is there and give us your team name, we will get you in 

the rotation.  

 

Winning stays on the court. The next team comes on. The “on deck” teams must wait on the sideline, ready to come 

on as changes can happen quickly. 

 

The “Ifs” 

- If one team is winning after 7 minutes, they stay on and the losing team goes off. 

-If one team has a score of 3-0 they “automatically” win and the next team comes on.  

- If no team scores after 7 minutes, both teams go off and wait on the sideline- 2 new teams come on. 

- If it’s tied after seven minutes, both teams come off.  

-If one teams wins three games in a row, they come off. 

-If two teams are eligible to come on – rock, paper, scissors is the decision game of choice winner goes on, loser is on 

deck. 

- The more you win, the more you play. 

- The cycle repeats itself for the evening. 

- There’s no referee but there’s a staff person to help resolve disputes and make sure things run smoothly. 

 

Even if one team is stacked with a lot of good players, they’ll inevitably get tired and lose. So, everyone gets a 

relatively equal amount of playing time each night and nobody waits too long to play. 

 


